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1. Insects are six-legged creatures usually use their _______ for movement.
a) hands b)legs c)eyes

2. Insects like lice and bedbugs ________ on their legs.
a) crawl                   b)move               c)run

3.    A grasshopper uses its long hindlegs for __________.

a)jumping b)walking c)hopping

4.   Birds such as emu, ostrich, penguin and kiwi are _____________ birds.

a)flightless birds b)carnivorous birds c) jumping birds

5.  Water insects like water boatmen use their legs as ________ for swimming.

a) oars b) handles c) barks

6.  The wings are attached to the _________ of the bird with the help of strong muscles.

a) forelimbs b) breastbone c) back

7.   The wings of insects are different from those of birds and are made with tiny colored 
___________.

a) feathers b) scales c)pebbles

8.  When a bird lands after a flight, it uses its _________ .

a) forelimbs b)feathers c)hindlimbs

9.  Insects move with the help of their ________ muscles.

a) chest b)back c)shoulder

10. The forelimbs of a bird are in the form of ________ which help it to fly.

a)feathers b) wings c)hands



11. The hindlimbs are also used to ________ the ground, catch prey and attack enemies.

a) move b) crawl on c)scratch

12. The strong muscles in bird enable them to ________ its wings and to fly.

a)flap b)clap c)flip

13. Ostrich has strong legs which helps them to ________. 

a) fly b) jump c) run fast

14. Choose the appropriate function of the hindlimb from the answers given below. 

a) perch b)crawl c)swim

15. All birds have wings, but some are unable to fly because their wings are ________ for flying.

a) weightless b) too weak c)too strong
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